When the little things reveal
true greatness.

MUCH CHERISHED
SPECIALITIES
& delicious holiday treats.
THE BLOBERGER HOF HAS REMAINED TRUE TO ITS ROOTS.
A GENUINE WELL-BEING RARITY, SO TO SPEAK. ALSO
KNOWN AS AN INSIDER TIP AND ONE-OF-A-KIND WHEN
IT COMES TO GOOD FOOD.

In any event, we are a traditional, family-based,

individual one-off amid the many holiday destinations out there. Even still, we keep moving
forward. To further ourselves. To improve ourselves and ‘move with the times’. Indeed, our

‘You don’t need to search
for a long time –just seize
wholeheartedly, and will
find your piece of
happiness right here.’
Kind regards, the Keuschnigg
and Santner families

values are timeless. Homeliness, cosiness, inner
melodies of well-being. Always geared to what
brings people together. After all, the shortest
way between us, is and remains, a smile.
Of course a cordial welcome is the top priority,
encouraging you to want to stay. Enjoy a voyage to find yourself, with family, friends and an
abundance of well-being filled moments here
with us in the BLOBERGER HOF.

‘WILLKOMMEN’
‘bienvenue’ & welcome!

WE ARE THE BLOBERGER BOYS:
MARKUS AND LUKAS AND WE WOULD LIKE TO
EXTEND A VERY BIG ‘HELLO’ TO YOU!

We are delighted that you want to enjoy the BLOBERGER HOF with us!
So, are you looking for a lovely, cosy place to stay in Salzburg? Well, you are
in the right place with us here in the Bloberger Hof. Why here? Well that’s
quite simple – the food tastes great, there is wine and higher proof
beverages too. Allegedly, grandpa has the best Swiss pine schnapps in
the country. But come and see for yourself!

Life is vibrant.
The weather? Whatever.
And the ‘music of life’
Is always in the air here with us.

Our mum even says that we are a very
special ‘delicacy’ too. Dad, our head chef
says that Emil of Lönneberga is
a lot of ‘nonsense’. Chef’s speak …

RAYS OF SUNSHINE
& morning air.

FIRST THING IN THE MORNING THERE IS NOTHING
NICER THAN THE AROMA OF FREEDOM,
WHICH A WONDERFUL DAY PROMISES.

When fresh coffee, delicious breakfast
‘palate pleasers’ and a friendly smile are
combined, then the start to your day is
more than congenial. Traditional.
Convivial. Cosy. Letting go of the mundane
and discovering the attention to detail.
A lovely little flower here; there, a few fresh
herbs on your plate. Moments of letting
go, wherever your mind takes you.
A place of retreat.

A preferred place to be happy.
To celebrate. To laugh yourself silly.
And to feel that you’ve ‘arrived’

Thoughtful. Delicate. Attentive.
That is our culinary philosophy.
And our Dad keeps to that maxim.

PLEASURE-FILLED
RARITIES
& feasts for your eyes.
ALWAYS THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX.

Hearty food typical of the Salzburg region,
teamed with the traditional. Regional delicacies,
with a hint of the international. Sounds lovely?
Well the main thing is that it tastes delicious! As
ever, it is down to nuancing. In the BLOBERGER
HOF this is down-to-earth artistic-oriented
cooking, with deep roots. In balance with the
seasons. Honestly put together. Authentically en-
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hanced. Direct to your plate. An action-packed
day works up an appetite. For fresh, crunchy and
hearty food. Not forgetting sweet temptations.
And pure pleasure too of course.

Our thinking behind this?
Pleasure-oriented hospitality is the leap
that makes a guest a friend.

WILD
VEGETATION
& pleasure-filled
unique items.

EVERY MOMENT IS UNIQUE.
EVERY MOMENT COUNTS. AS SPECIAL AS THE
AIR IS, SO TOO IS THE BOUQUET.

It is then that relaxing insights arise, tenderly highlighted by cosy nooks, wild pleasures and delicious foods. So
it always has been and so it will remain too. Nurture and
just let things grow. The course of the world or letting
go in the moment. It is important to us that you feel
great with all this in mind.

MAGIC MUSIC
by the Laterndl-Trio.

TRADITIONAL FOLK MUSIC, SWINGING 60S,
HIP 70S AND PURE HITS.

Whether it is typical folk music, traditional
dance music, Advent songs or your very own
personal hit parade. Our boss and grandpa, Willy
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Keuschnigg, has music in his blood and will add
sparkle to your celebration, from a ‘big’ birthday
to a wedding, or a great company celebration,
with the Laterndl Trio and, on request, unplugged
too - with Music Magic Moments, which define
life. In contrast, both are responsible for little gifts
for the ladies: and presenting a couple of fragrant
roses, instead of shining on the dance floor.

WINTERWONDERLAND
& Kristall-Design.
FAIRY-TALE BEAUTY.

Snow idyll in blue-white. All that is missing is the mulled wine and cookies after a lovely winter stroll. Red
cheeks and sparkling eyes. As it used to be. Nothing
brings you together more, and is more romantic than
a cosy Advent ambience, when the snowflakes are
dancing and strange snow stars are in full bloom in
the windows. The giant bouquet is alight, and so too
is the ambience. And everything is coming together.
Warmth, serenity and cheeriness awaits. A magical
place where things just happen of their own accord.
Where relaxation takes its course, where things chime
playfully and where you re-discover your own tempo.
One which might be a little slower than before.

We are both regularly out in the tracks of
Mother Hulda. So you really get to enjoy
winter in the BLOBERGER HOF
with plenty of snow, we fluff up those
clouds almost daily.

Switch off; ‘arrive’ – that is our holiday maxim.
Whether it is a romantic time together as a couple, being
active with all your family, or action-packed with friends, at
the BLOBERGER HOF time-out is the order of the day.

‘INTUITION’
& joie-de-vivre.

HOMELY. A FEELING THAT IS
LIKE HOME AND COSY.
A SCRIPT WITH A GREAT DEAL OF PASSION.

‘Quiet, yet so lively. Views
into the distance and
close to your heart. Fresh,
yet peaceful. A little
place that promises to
be a home. Pleasure that
reveals itself in the moment. One after another.’

WANDERLUST
& Heimat-Lust.

WE INVITE YOU TO FEAST YOUR EYES AND TO
A SELECTION OF VERY SPECIAL FEELINGS.
Feel as though you are at home and enjoy being away from the
daily grind. Attentive details coupled with discreet luxury, you
are pampered right from the moment you wake up until you fall
asleep. And don’t forget – the pillows in the romantic four-poster
bed give you a particularly special caress …
Breathe fresh air. In any case plenty is as standard. Which is why
things are a little less ‘happening’ here. Less hectic pace.
Less speed. Less noise.

More air. More space. More sun.
More space to live and more ‘you’.

MOZART TOWN
& Festival metropolis.

WANT A BIT OF CULTURE? MUSIC ENCHANTS YOUR
MIND AND LETS YOU UNWIND, TEMPTING YOUR SOUL
TO EXPERIENCE PURE WELLNESS.

Summer holidays in Salzburg provide a varietypacked array of cultural highlights, from Easter
celebrations, to the world-famous Salzburg Festival
to a colourful, cultural autumn. Then there are the
many permanent attractions and excursion
destinations from the water games and the zoo in
Hellbrunn to the Untersberg and Berchtesgadener
Land with Königsee and Chiemsee, or the Salzkammergut with its many lakes and mountains.

It ought to summer
much more often …

SNOWFLAKE MAGIC
& Advent market.

SALZBURG’S ADVENT HAS REMAINED AS IT ALWAYS
HAS BEEN. PUNCH, MULLED WINE AND CANDLES
TRANSFORM THE ENTIRE SALZBURG OLD TOWN
AREA INTO A SEA OF LIGHT.

Stomp through the snow, collect pine cones and
Enjoy eating Christmas cookies together in front of
the fire afterwards. Enjoying the aroma of cinnamon
and the cracking of the pine cones. That is Salzburg’s
Advent and Christmas at the BLOBERGER HOF!

Escape the hectic pace of the
time before Christmas, pause
for reflection and celebrate
old customs and traditions.
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